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Star Valley Health Breaks Ground for the Expansion of its Alpine Clinic
Madison, Wis. – ERDMAN recently celebrated the groundbreaking for the expansion of Star Valley Health’s (SVH)
Alpine Clinic. Located in Wyoming, the project has been years in the making. “It represents SVH’s commitment to
serving local patients and will allow SVH to carry out its vision in leading health with unparalleled service and
community trust,” says ERDMAN Project Executive Karl Lueschow.
As part of the exciting changes underway, the project’s scope totals 22,500 square feet of developable space. The
initial phase will include 12,500 square feet for a family practice, laboratory, imaging, specialty clinic, and urgent
care services. The remaining work will be shell space for future development.
In planning for the new clinic, it was important that the design provides a world-class patient experience and is a
functionally efficient building to best serve the community. “This is a historic moment for SVH as we break ground
for the new Alpine Clinic,” says Foundation President Mark Taylor. “We want to support all individuals, families, and
communities in North Lincoln County so they can achieve their best health. Building a state-of-the-art clinic helps us
make this vision a reality.”
The groundbreaking was attended by representatives from SVH and ERDMAN, as well as local leaders including
former Vice President Dick Cheney with his daughter and Congresswoman Elizabeth Cheney. This project was also
made possible with much local support by donors in the Alpine community.
The updated clinic will make healthcare more accessible to a growing population. Scheduled to be completed in
spring 2022, “ERDMAN is proud to support SVH and looks forward to when the clinic opens its doors,” says
Lueschow. “It will have a big impact in supporting the community’s health and wellbeing.”

About ERDMAN
At ERDMAN®, we believe the questions of new service offerings, population health, patient and resident experience,
new care models, and facilities are not separate, isolated challenges. We believe that by looking at these challenges
through multiple perspectives simultaneously, we come up with more effective and efficient solutions. Through
Integrative Thinking™, we take on the complex challenges of healthcare and senior living to help leaders build
healthier communities. www.erdman.com.
About SVH: For over a century, SVH has served its community with a focus on high quality healthcare, dignity, and
respect. Its professional and caring team, state-of-the-art medical technology, and strategic partnerships have
helped SVH become a nationally recognized health care facility. www.starvalleyhealth.org
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